
A Context and Critique of Abstract Expressionism 

Being developed in the 1940s, Abstraction Expressionists began to explore ways of expressing art that was regarded as hermetic, 

non-representational and self-referential. They consist of a variety of people whom came up with a diverse of techniques and 

characteristics of themselves rather than a consistent tendency within the movement. Even though Abstract Expressionists reject 

representational forms, they were committed to expressive art, often on a monumental scale with potent colors, evoking 

profound senses via universal visual languages. The legacy of Surrealism had influenced Abstract Expressionism by translating 

and adapting it to the post-war disposition of uncertainty and trauma. Being the first successful and distinctive American 

movement to gain international recognitions, New York City have replaced Paris as the capital of the Modern Art, establishing 

America's post-war dominance in the world of art by the figures of Abstract Expressionism. 

Abstraction Expressionism officially emerged as a movement in 1946 being coined by the art critic Robert Coates in reference to 

early Abstraction Expressionists, notably American artist Jackson Pollock. The term Abstract Expressionism was first used in 

connection with Russian artist Wassily Kandinsky for his non-objective paintings that he pioneered by embracing the concept of 

pure abstraction. For Kandinsky, so much more could be achieved in abstraction, allowing the artist to attain a level of 

spiritually. According to the publication by American art critic Clement Greenberg in 1955, Abstract Expressionism was 

regarded as the “High Art” with its emphasis on the flatness of the canvas. Greenberg believed that Modernist’s paintings should 

embrace the two-dimensional reality of the canvas rather than abiding to the strict restrictions of three-dimensional illusion 

found in paintings of the Western Art history since the Renaissance. Moreover, he promoted the works of Abstract 

Expressionists, associating their concepts of medium specificity and unique approaches with the notions of Modern Art.  

Greenberg had regarded Jackson Pollock as one of the most remarkable painter for his gestural paintings, which coincide to his 

theories on how art should be appreciated in the twentieth century. Being a major figure of Abstract Expressionism, Pollock’s 

paintings had brought canvas art into another level in the way he created it. One of his earliest works of Abstraction 

Expressionism was No. 1 in 1948, painted on a large mural-sized canvas by simply splattering paint all over the canvas, but the 

way that Pollock did it, seems to have some technicality to it. This technique was regarded as gestural painting in which Pollock 

had pioneered and mastered. He didn't paint on an easel but took the unprimed canvas and literally unrolled it on the floor. He 

then walked around it to apply the paints and was not necessarily even painting with a brush. Looking closely at No. 1, there is a 

actually thin layer of white paint that stands off from the surface of the canvas which Pollock proclaimed to have punctured a 

large tube of white paint and squeezed it out across the surface of the canvas in one movement, almost like a kind of 

performative act. At the right upper corner, there are handprints which were thought to be inspired by the primal elemental 

human experience of Primitivism seems in Paleolithic cave paintings. Before Pollock came along, Abstract artists like Piet 

Mondrian and Kazimir Malevich were doing the more rigid and careful Abstract Art whereby they were very geometric. 
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However, Pollock's paintings possess a sense of wildness where paints were being dripped, splattered and flung. By 

understanding the paint’s viscosity and he was able to control it to an extraordinary degree. Lastly, Pollock named the painting 

No.1 as he was very consciously signaling that he didn’t want to give any narrative to it but leaving it for interpretations. Being 

non-referential, certain kinds of images won’t be prompted in our minds so that we are not looking for something specific. 

Abstract Expressionism could be categorized into two broad groups: One referring to the "action painting" where the artist’s 

presence could be seen and felt in the case of Jackson Pollock, the other referring to the “color field painting” where the artists 

focus on large areas of color as the basis of their compositions, notably American artist Barnett Newman. Newman was one of 

the few Abstract Expressionists who eradicated the signs of the painter's hand actions. For all Abstract Expressionists, it was 

essential that they form a signature style. While Jackson Pollock has his drips, Newman has his zips. His nearly eighteen feet 

wide Vir Heroicus Sublimis in 1950-1, translated as “Man, heroic and sublime”, was one of his most iconic works representing 

the aspirations of transcendence. Similar to Mondrian and Malevich before him, Newman believed in the spiritual content of 

Abstract Art. The painting consists of an intensively vivid red surface with five zips that are the vertical lines connecting the 

upper and lower edges. These zips were constructed via the masking tape technique whereby Newman would place and paint 

over it to achieve a seamless zip. This technique creates a reverse optical illusion as the lighter zips seem to be popping out 

while the darker zips possess a depth of illusion. The five zips are positioned at different places that balanced the overall 

asymmetrical composition with the brightness of their colors. Apart from other Abstract Expressionists’ paintings that possess a 

sense of chance whereby the brush strokes and drips act in accordance to the strength applied even though the artists were in 

control, Newman had absolute control of the construction his paintings. There is a minimal sense of error as there are no visible 

strokes and has multiple layers of paint, which really speaks up his choices and decisions that were very deliberate notions. All 

these notions add up to the sublime quality that Newman was trying to express. 

As Abstract Expressionism began to flourish and dominate in the world of Modern Art in 1950s, American artist Jasper Johns 

came into the scene and created works that would lead the public away from the expressionistic forms. Perhaps being one of the 

most detested painters by Greenberg, Johns would breach premise of Abstract Expressionism of non-representational painting 

with his symbolic and recognizable everyday objects. Johns’ first major work was Flag in 1954-55, which literally depicted the 

American flag. The symbol of the American flag would evoke so many connotations that differ from every viewer, functioning 

as something that raises all kinds of meanings. One may question whether is this a painting or a flag, while Johns proclaimed 

that it was both whereby the viewers determine the meanings of this artwork, not the artist himself. He had intentionally blurred 

the boundaries between “High Art” and everyday life with his choice of seemingly mundane subject matter. There are depths, 

textures, layers and even narrative in this representation of the American flag. Johns painted the flag from dynamic surfaces 

made up of scraps of newspapers dipped in encaustic, an ancient technique that was translucent and lumpy, enabling viewers to 

see through snippets of text through the surface of the wax. The canvas, or in this case plywood, actually stands off the wall a 

few inches, which too, blurred the categorization of this work. From being boldly representational and referencing to the outside 



world, to the defiance of flatness of the canvas, it is clear that Johns’ Flag is critiquing of concept of Abstract Expressionism, 

which has now been used as a formula to be embraced and dismissed all at the same time. 

Coming next was American artist Frank Stella, who was one of the first artists to be specifically associated with Minimalism. 

Stella arrived in New York City in 1958 where Abstract Expressionism was huge and established. However, he felt the need to 

rebel against the expressive “action painting” by Pollock and was drawn towards the flatten “color field painting” of Newman. 

In addition of the influence by Johns, Stella began to produce a series of black paintings such as Die Fahne Hoch! in 1959, 

accentuating the image as an object or object-hood. Similar to Johns, the canvas was much thicker than conventional canvases to 

really emphasize its object-ness, blurring the boundaries between painting and sculpture. The painting was carefully freehanded 

by Stella with black enamel paint, eliminating any traces of intentional gestural strokes that Abstract Expressionists like Pollock 

was doing. However, it embraces flatness of the canvas with its precisely defined black stripes that really forced the viewers to 

realize and acknowledge that canvas was indeed a flat surface. This aspect coincided to the premise of Abstract Expressionism 

as Modern Art should be Art for Art’s sake. It should not mimic the three dimensionally of the reality in which traditional artists 

were trying to perfect it since the Renaissance. Moreover, Art should not represent or refer to anything in the outside world but 

rather colors, lines and composition. As a Minimalist, Stella’s works eradicated visual signs of the artist’s presence and even 

thought process with unitary and geometric forms. He would later further extend his concept with the use of shaped canvas. 

Subsequently, Pop Art emerged in the mid 1950s, where Greenberg regarded it as Kitsch or “Low Art” in his essay on “Avant-

Garde and Kitsch”. Greenberg prized Abstract Expressionism and has a narrow definition on “High Art”. He considered Modern 

Art to be Avant-Garde by embracing its medium of two dimensionality and paint flat. Being Avant-Garde pushes the boundaries 

of what is accepted as the norm, but Pop Art instead was catered to the masses by being nostalgic and easy to understand. Being 

Kitsch was tacky and has negative connotations in the world of Modern Art, however as a leading figure of Pop Art, American 

artist Andy Warhol had embraced it in Commercial Art. Warhol began his career as a commercial illustrator and was obsessed 

with the world of mass production. With his commercial background, he sought to create Art that reflected it. Ordinary objects 

from the commercial world and popular culture could also be considered as art such as his Campbell's Soup Cans in 1962 where 

they were brightly colored with crisp technical technique and the presentation of a series of nearly identical images. The painting 

represents something that was readily available to us. It was all about capitalism, consumer society and most of all, about us. 

Being blatantly a mundane representation of soup cans, it was a direct affront to the technique and philosophy of Abstract 

Expressionism. Warhol had begun a revolution in the world of Art and what could now be classified as Art, would never be the 

same again. As an illustrator, Warhol seldom paints; He used the silkscreen printing technique, which was perfect for making 

mass-produced Art that amusingly reflected on a mass-produced world. In 1962, he did his renowned Marilyn Diptych after 

Marilyn Monroe’s death. In Marilyn Diptych, he depicted Marilyn in two panels, one from a series in the bust of colors 

signifying her famous days of being a celebrity, to the other black and white for her death. Every depiction of Marilyn was 

slightly different due to the amount of pressure and colors applied by Warhol during the silkscreen process. The first few 

Marilyns were beautiful but as we moved on further, the layers of paint to the face’s edge smudges and darkens, creating a 



haunting quality to the colorful mask, and slowly fades away in the black and white panel. Her faces were distorted just as the 

media distorted her image. There was a sadness of chimes with our knowledge of her early death. With the silkscreen, Warhol 

was able to replicate the exact same image of Marilyn but the effect changes from glamour and electrifying to tragic and 

innocence, indicating and revealing the many masks that Marilyn wore to hide her real self. Overall, Marilyn Diptych was a 

punctum and simulacrum, illustrating the death and trauma caused by the departure of Marilyn Monroe. Warhol associated and 

connected Art with the modern society and media as he realized that shopping would obsess the coming generation hence the 

department stores could be the new museums. For Warhol, the role of artists had completely been redefined. He had an 

optimistic view of ordinary culture and felt that the Abstract Expressionists had taken great lengths to overlook the splendor of 

modernity and commodity. 

In conclusion, Abstract Expressionism simulates artists to express themselves with their unique illustrious techniques and create 

paintings that were Art for Art’s sake. They were notoriously hermetic for being self-referential and non-representational simply 

with just colors, lines and composition. The paintings were nothing more than paintings themselves. Together with the concepts 

of embracing Art in its medium of flatness, the Abstract Expressionists were advocated by Greenberg and works produced by 

them were regarded “High Art”. Although there were a series of artists and movements mentioned for challenging and critiquing 

various concepts related to Abstract Expressionism, many of them had used it as a formula to develop ideas and distinguish 

themselves in the world of Modern Art. Being one of the most exemplified movements in Western Art history, Abstract 

Expressionism truly summarizes the ideologies of the various art movements in the early twentieth century to its peak and 

thereupon sets as the archetype for artists in the later centuries to act upon – embracing and challenging it at the same time.  
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